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Abstract— In the internet nowadays compromised machines are
the key security threats which are often used to spread various
security attacks. These security attacks include spamming,
spreading malware, DDoS and identity theft in which spamming
provides large number of compromised machines. The process
involves the detection of compromised machines involved in
spamming activities named as spam zombies. The existing system
uses the effective spam zombie detection algorithm named SPOT
which detect by supervising outgoing messages of a network
which only detects spam content present in the message. The
proposed system is designed in a novel method by using semantic
aware statistical algorithm (SAS) which improve the
performance of SPOT by detecting virus/worm attachment in a
message. The SAS will use a data flow analysis technique which
processes when packets in suspicious flow pool to ignore the noncritical bytes. Then state-transition-graph based signatures are
generated by refining the data’s using Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). By using this SAS algorithm the worm signatures are
automatically generated and also this is first work of generating
worm signatures by the combination of semantic analysis with
statistical analysis. The evaluation shows that proposed system
SAS is efficient and effective in detecting compromised machines
in a network when compared to existing SPOT system.
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INTRODUCTION

E-mail is an efficient form of communication that has
become widely adopted by both individuals and organizations.
Today, more and more people are relying on e-mail to connect
them with their friends, family, colleagues, customers and
business partners. Unfortunately, as e-mail usage has evolved,
so too has its threats. For example, according to Message
Labs, spam accounted for 67% of all e-mail traffic in October
2006, up from 57% the same time a year before. In particular,
it is a now a non-trivial task to find legitimate e-mails in an email inbox cluttered with spam. There are also published
reports, which suggest that spam has resulted in lost
opportunity costs of several billions of dollars because of
organizations that have lost faith in the security industry’s
ability to fight this problem.
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An effective spam zombie detection system is
developed which is named SPOT by monitoring outgoing
messages in a network. SPOT was designed based on a simple
and powerful statistical tool named Sequential Probability
Ratio Test to detect the compromised machines. SPOT has
bounded false positive and false negative error rates. In
addition to the spam detection to detect the virus attachments
proposed a SAS algorithm which detect more compromised
machines in a network.
The objective of the project is
• To introduce a new approach to spam filtering by first
investigating the SMTP transactional behavior
differences between legitimate mail sources and
illegitimate mail sources such as spam zombies.
• Next, the objective is to introduce a new machine
learning filtering technique that can continuously learn
efficiently in real-time and also identify differences in
mail sending behavior between a legitimate and
illegitimate-mail source.
• The existing detection based techniques is used to learn
the mechanism to produce a solution designed to identify
illegitimate mail servers, such as spam zombies, and
filter mail from said sources.
• The final objective is to conduct experimentation to
prove that the new filtering technique provides an
advantage over existing detection based filtering.
II.

RELATED WORK

Spam zombie detection method is a new real-time
machine learning based spam filtering technique that uses the
Semantic Aware Signature(SAS) to learn Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol(SMTP) transactional behaviour of spam
zombies. This technique was implemented as a single layer
perceptron plug-in that learns the behavior of spam zombies
and makes decisions as to whether an incoming source is
likely to send spam or not. This also creates and integrates a
reverse Domain Name Service(DNS) module into this design
to prevent spammers from forging legitimate domains and
making it difficult for them to overcome the proposed
technique.
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This technique is deployed on a large corporate
network, in which the technique can able to demonstrate the
SAS list. In particular, the SAS technique had successfully
detected more number of compromised machines in a
network.
III.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The virus/worms can be locally or remotely injected
using the HTTP protocol. To generate high quality signatures
of such worms, proposed SAS, a novel Semantics Aware
Statistical algorithm that generates semantic aware signatures
automatically. When SAS processes packets in the suspicious
flow pool, it uses data flow analysis techniques to remove
non-critical bytes irrelevant to the semantics of the worm
code. Then apply a HMM to the refined data to generate STG
based signatures. Since modern polymorphic engines can
completely randomize both the encrypted shell code and the
decryptor , which uses a probability STG signature to defeat
the absence of syntactic invariants. STG, as a probability
signature, can adaptively learn token changes in different
packets, correlate token distributions with states, and clearly
express the dependence among tokens in packet payloads. The
experiments show that the proposed technique exhibits good
performance with low false positives and false negatives,
especially when attackers can indistinguishably inject noisy
bytes to mislead the signature extractor. SAS places itself
between the pattern-based SAS for Polymorphic Worm
Detection and the semantic-derived detection methods, by
balancing between security and the signature matching speed.
As a semantic-based technique, SAS is more robust than most
pattern-based signatures, sacrificing a little speed in signature
matching.

module extracts the payload which contains malicious intent,
from a flow. For example, in a HTTP request message, a
malicious payload will exist either in Request-URI or in the
Request-Body of the whole flow. These
two parts are
extracted from the HTTP flows for further analysis. Then the
disassembly module disassembles an input byte sequence and
it finds consecutive instructions in the input sequence which
will be used to generate disassembled instruction sequence as
output. If an instruction is valid means it should have at least
one execution path from the entry point. Next the useful
instruction distilling module extracts useful instructions from
the disassemble input sequences. Useless instructions are
identified and pruned by control flow and data flow analysis
techniques. Payload clustering module will be used to cluster
the payloads containing similar set of useful instructions to
generate the signature. Signature generation module will
generate STG based signatures from the payload clusters
which will be used for checking the incoming packets. The
Signature matching module starts detecting worm packets by
matching STG signatures against input packets.
IV.

MODULES

Compose Mail Process
The form is used to compose mail to receiver address.
Here the form stores the details about the content, the
attachment, the receiver’s mail address, the subject and the
body. This will helps the spam detection server to collect the
details of the sender’s details and are maintained in a separate
list for further clarification. These list may stored in the spam
detecting system which will uses for collecting the details
about the senders details such as IP address and the details
about the amount of data send etc.
Filter spam and detect spam
Once the mail has been composed the spam detecting
system will involved in the process separating the doubted
machines. These separations may takes place by keeping the
frequency of the sending content not more than that frequency
to be crossed. Once the frequency has been crossed the spam
detecting system will indicate that the machine may contains
any spam content and the doubted machines are separated and
allowed to store it in a list view control.

Fig 3.1: Structure Of SAS
System Overview
To describe the framework of the approach. it
consists of two phases, semantic-aware signature extraction
phase and semantic-aware signature matching phase. The
signature extraction phase consists of the phases such as
payload extraction, payload disassembly, useful instruction
distilling, clustering, and signature generation. The five phase
is comprised into two modules namely payload extraction and
signature matching module in which the Payload extraction

IP Capture
With the help of the compose mail process form, the
multiple recipient sender IP address are captured to separate
the compromised machines
and the normal machines.
Extraction of Payloads And Payload Disassemble
The extraction of payloads from the suspicious flow
is the process of splitting /extracting the areas where the
intruders will inject the threats. For example, in the http
request the noisy payloads will occur only in the Request URI
and in the Request body. Those places must be taken for
further consideration. The disassemble phase is that the
process of disassemble the input byte sequences.
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It will first take the consecutive instruction and it
will generate the output as disassemble instructions. If the
instruction should be a disassemble instruction it should have
an entry point and an output path. This disassemble instruction
phase will check it and prune those codes which are not satisfy
the condition and let the process to continue for next phase.

will helps to detect more number of compromised machines in
a network when comparing to the SPOT algorithm. To show
the existing system will detect more number of compromised
machines, live review results are made by taking the send
mails from any browsing centre. The comparison were made
to show that the SAS algorithm have detected more number
of compromised machines compared to SPOT.

Useful Instruction Distilling and Clustering
The useful instruction distilling phase will take the
disassembled instructions and find the useful instructions and
useless instructions. These useful instructions are pruned with
the help of three data flow anomalies named define-define,
define-undefine and undefine reference. The define-define
anomaly is that the process of identifying the threats by
checking whether the variable has assigned a value twice. The
define-undefine anomaly will check that the defined variables
is later set by an undefined variables. In the undefinedreference anomaly the variable will be referenced before it is
ever assigned by a value. From the above dataflow anomalies
the useful instruction distilling phase will split the useful
instructions separately from the flow. These useful instructions
and useless instructions are separated and clustered separately.
Signature Generation
The signature generation module is used to generate
the STG based signatures with the useful instructions distilled
from useful instruction distilling phase. Then these useful
instructions are clustered and STG based signatures are
generated according to the signatures of similar types.
Signature Matching
These STG based signatures are used to check the
live network packets. To check it the new packets that are send
through mail whose payload length may be of n-byte. Then the
detecting detector will checks the n-byte payload either it will
match any of the existing signatures or not. If the n-byte
payload matches any of the signature means it will be
considered as the worm packet. If it does not match the
existing signature means it will be allowed to check in the
detecting system.
V.

Figure 4.1 Server

The above Figure 4.1 represents the server in which all
the operation performed will be displayed such as user
account creation, compose mail, received mail etc. Even the
operation such as attachment details will also be denoted
in the server during the compose mail process takes place.
These list may stored in the spam detecting system which
will uses it for collecting the details about the senders details
such as IP address and the details about the amount of data
send.

RESULTS

An effective spam zombie detection system is
developed which is named SPOT by monitoring outgoing
messages in a network. SPOT was designed based on a simple
and powerful statistical tool named Sequential Probability
Ratio Test to detect the compromised machines that are
involved in the spamming activities. SPOT has bounded false
positive and false negative error rates. It also minimizes the
number of required observations to detect a spam zombie
which has already done in existing system. In addition to it the
virus/worm attachment is detected by Semantics Aware
Statistical algorithm which automatically detects the
virus/worm attached packets in a network. By using the SAS
algorithm the virus/worm attached packets can be easily
detected using the dataflow anamolies. The SAS algorithm

Figure 4.2 Compose Mail Process

The above Figure 4.2 may contains login form in
which it is used to login using their username and password
which will verify for the account details and will login into
their account. The new users can also able to have an account
by signup process in which the users can have an new
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account. As the login happen the entry into the home
page appears. The process such as compose mail takes place
in which the mail has been composed. Once the mail
composed the spam detecting system will indicate that it is
spam mail or normal mail.
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Figure 4.3 Normal Mail

The front page may contains login form in which we
used to login using their username and password which will
verify for the account details and will login into their account.
The new users can also able to have an account by signup
process in which the users can have an new account. As
the login happen the entry into the home page appears.
The process such as compose mail takes place in which the
mail should be composed. Once the mail composed the spam
detecting system will indicate that it is spam mail or normal
mail. In the above process it shows that the composed mail is
normal and donot contain any spam attachment.

Figure 4.4 Receivers Spam Mail Box

The detected affected mails are separated and send for
the further scheme which shows the details of the affected
mails list. These mails are collected separately in form shows
the details about the composed spam mails which are stored in
the receivers spam mail box which collects all the spam mails
and their IP addresses for further process to be performed.
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